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ECG MS 100 White
Weather station
Product code: 484000124958
EAN: 8592131175761









One day weather forecast

Indoor and outdoor temperature / humidity

LCD display

Signal controlled clock

 24 h weather forecast

 Signal controlled clock

 Weather forecast using 4
conditions: sunny, partly cloudy,

overcast, precipitation
 LCD display

 Time display: hours, minutes,
seconds

 Optional mode: 12/24 hours

 Optional degree display: °C and °F

 Indoor temperature display,
resolution: 0,1 °C, range: 0–50 °C ;

outdoor: -40°C ~ 60 °C
 Outdoor humidity display,

resolution: 1%, range: 20% – 95%

 Outdoor temperature wirelessly:
up to 3 channels

 Indoor and outdoor temperature
trend indication

 Indication of thermal comfort in
three levels

 3 channels of outdoor wireless
sensors

 Button sound

 Single alarm function

 5 minute snooze function

 Time zone: +/- 12 hours

 8 phases of the Moon

 DST function

 Weather station:

- Power supply: DC 3 V – 2 x 1,5 V / AAA

baterie (not included)

 Senzor (MS 1200):

- Display of outside temperature and

humidity

- IPX4 waterproof

- CH switch — sensor channel selection

(1–3)

- Wall mounting hole — allows the wireless

sensor to be hung on the wall

- Power supply: DC 3V – 2 x 1.5V / AA

batteries (not included)

- Radio frequency: 433.92 MHz

- Wireless transmission range: max 30 m
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Functional specifications

Weather forecast 1 day

Internal
temperature
indicator 0 °C - 50 °

External
temperature
indicator -40 °C - 70 °C

Internal and
external humidity
indicator yes

Measurement
interval internal/outdoor

Radio Controlled
Clock (DCF) yes

Date yes

Alarm clock yes

Repeat Snooze
function yes

Sensor
transmission
distance up to 30 m

Power supply

Main power unit 2 x AAA

Sensor 2 x AA

Technical specifications

Colour finish White

Standard accessories

Sensor 1

99

161

26

0.2

Weight & dimensions

WIDTH (MM)

HEIGHT (MM)

LENGTH (MM)

WEIGHT (KG)

146

170

35

0.3

Weight & dimensions 

(Brutto)

WIDTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

HEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (MM)

DEPTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

WEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (KG)
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The rain will no longer surprise you
Do you want to have continuous information about the current weather? Reach for a practical weather
station that will keep you informed of the outside temperature. However, the ECG MS 100 White
weather station can do much more. You can conveniently control it by 6 function buttons (SNZ, SET,
ALARM, UP, DOWN, CH) located at the back. The device settings are displayed on a clear black and white
LCD display.  

The ECG weather station forecasts the weather for the next 24 hours in 4 modes with icons for sunny, partly
cloudy, overcast and precipitation. You will always know when to pack an umbrella or not to forget sunglasses at
home. Displays indoor and outdoor temperature and humidity. It even indicates outdoor comfort in 3 levels.

Bonus functions
In addition to normal temperature data and information about the weather, the ECG MS 100 White
weather station functions also as a clock (displays hours, minutes, seconds), alarm clock or calendar.
The hours can be set in 12- or 24-hours format according to your preferences. You can also use the alarm
clock, where the weather station also has 5 minutes snooze function. The display also shows the date.
A bonus is the display of the Moon phase.  

In addition to the weather station itself, the package also includes a sensor. Both devices can wirelessly communicate
with each other up to 30 meters distance.
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